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Abstract
We present, for a class of industrially relevant chemical reactions with two
educts the dependence of stability on important chemical parameters, such as
coolant, dilution and diusion rates. The main analytical tools are general-
ized upscaling balance condition for the equilibria concentrations and spectral
properties of corresponding operators. Although we illustrate the stability




), it should be emphasized
that our approach is applicable to more complex reaction mechanisms.
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1 Introduction
As an example of stability of chemical reactor we consider a class of chemical radical


































































































; i = 1(1)6, denote by-products. The three blocks in (1) characterize






act catalytically even in low concentrations. Therefore these reactions are usually
run with low starter concentrations S, Therefore these reactions are usually run with







We emphasize that, a reaction mechanism (2) is industrially relevant, and arise for







The chemical product of these reactions, Chlorbenzene, plays an important role both
in food and pharmaceutical industries (see [5]).
In this paper we study stability of chemical reactor from important parameters, such
as diusion, dilution rates, when  := S
0
goes to zero.


















P; p product and product radical;
k
i


































; j = 1; :::; 12; temperature and reaction enthalpy;
v velocity due to Navier-Stokes equations:
2

















































































































































































































































































To investigate the stability of chemical (model) reactor (1) we distinguish laminar
and turbulent zones of our reaction. In the laminar zone we consider partial dier-
ential equations of the form (2). In the turbulent zone, where fast mixing prevails,
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2 Generalized necessary scaling condition
Following Feinberg [1] we write chemical reactions of species x
0






























 0 and positive real reaction rate
coecient k
j
















Here x = (x
0














represents the usual mass action kinetics.
We emphasize that the external feed concentrations can be incorporated in this














  ! S) the feed
concentration of the radical starter and  = (
0
;    ; 
n






































































































































































In general, for a class of chemical reations (1) the reaction rates k
j
can often be
















Denition 1 We call a pair (; ) = (
0











eralized scaling exponent for the steady state concentrations x = (x
0
; : : : ; x
n
) of (5),













1 of (9), with k
j











































be any generalized scaling exponent. We rewrite










































































);  := S
0
(see (10)), and x m. We sort the terms on each










































in (14). Then the leading (alias: lowest) power of  in the m-th component of
























































by positivity of all terms in the sums. This proves the Theorem 1.
5
3 Necessary scaling exponent for a model reactor
with two educts: full picture
In this section we apply Theorem 1 to concrete reaction mechanism (1). We start
our analysis in the case k
j
= O(1), that is 
j
= 0; j = 1;    ;M , and D = 0. For
very spatial case, that is chemical reactions for 1 (one) educt (see [4]). Based on
































































































































































by reactions; i = 1; 2; (18)
with  := S
0
> 0. Note, that photosensitive chlorivation of aromate is a specic
example of mechanism (15) - (18) ( see [5]).
With x = (x
0










; p) and 
j
= 0 and  = S
0
, the general-
ized necessary scaling condition (12) for the scaling exponent  = (
0


























































































































































































) be any scaling exponent of













































































































































 1 due to Equation

































































. Next we show 
E
2





















due to (19a) and (19d). To obtain 
E
2














































































which in turn implies 
E
2
 0. Let us prove that 
s
= 1   
E
1
















g = 1; (21)















 0, we obtain
from (21) that 
s
= 1   
E
1


















































































. Thus we obtain



































































































































































































































































4 Stability of chemical reactor in the presence of
diusion







) = 0 and  = 0. Moreover we assume that the bulk of reactor to be
well-mixed. Let G be a reactor volume and 
  G be a domain where laminar ow
prevails. We denote by
u












homogeneous equilibrium of (3). Due to the Theorem 2 we have following (for




















































































































() is a homogeneous equi-
librum mentioned above. Both due to equilibria concentrations and the bulk of
reactor to be well-mixed. Let
~u(x; t) = u

() +W (x; t):
Then W (x; t) satises
@W
@t




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(T ); j = 1; :::; 12:




     
N
    ; 
N
!1 as N !1 be eigenvalues of   (the





























































)  Ig = 0; (32)
where 
1
is the rst eigenvalue of  , and I is the indentity matrix.





()) = : (33)




()) according to its
leading order in  := S
0





























); j = 1; ::: . Simple linear algebra computations show
that for   
c
we have stability and 0   < 
c
belongs to the instability interval.
Here 
c
some positive number. Recall that by  is denoted the coolant rate.
Now we are interested in stability of (1) in the presence of diusion. To this end




()) is the same matrix as in (33). Taking
into account that 
1
> 0, it is not dicult to see that  > 
c
  Æ, where 
c
the

























). We emphasize that the
interval 
c
  Æ <  < 
c
which provides stability of chemical reactor in the presence
of diusion, belongs to the instability interval in the diusionless case.
Remark 1. In the same manner one can analyse inuence of dilution rate to the
stability of (1).
The following gures show the role of diusion for the stability of chemical reactor
(1) and conrm our theoretical observations. The graphs in the Figures 1 - 16




()) for the coolant rates
 = 0 and  = 100 with 
E
1










= 1; i = 1; :::; 12. The 8 eigenvalues of each matrix
are sorted in ascending order.
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